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We suggest that a weak isotriplet composite scalar possessing an unbroken U(1) global symmetry
naturally arises in technicolor models leading to an interesting type of dark matter candidate: the
iTIMP. We propose explicit models of the iTIMP, study earth based constraints and suggest possible
collider signals.
INTRODUCING THE iTIMP
Recent progress in the understanding of the phase di-
agram of asymptotically free gauge theories [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
has led to renewed interest in models of dynamical elec-
troweak symmetry breaking [6]. For a recent review of
the latest developments see [7] while an earlier review is
[8]. Explicit examples of technicolor models, not in con-
flict with electroweak precision tests, have been put for-
ward in [1, 2, 3, 9, 10]. The simplest incarnations of these
models are known as (Ultra) Minimal Walking Techni-
color models [1, 2, 3, 10] and indicated in short by MWT
and UMT respectively. The principal feature is that the
gauge dynamics is such that one achieves (near) confor-
mal dynamics for a small number of flavors and colors.
Cold dark matter candidates can be constructed via ei-
ther the lightest technibaryon, here termed Technicolor
Interacting Massive Particles (TIMP)s [10, 11, 12, 13], or
new heavy leptons naturally associated to the techni-
color theory [14]. The TIMP is naturally of asymmetric
dark matter type [11], meaning that its relic density does
not have a thermal origin. Within the (U)MWT models
such a relic density has been estimated in [10, 12] and the
results can be used for the dark matter envisioned below.
For models addressing explicitly the issues of extended
technicolor interactions (ETC) [15], some of which in-
clude TIMP type dark matter candidates, see e.g. [16].
These models require information on the phase diagram
of chiral gauge theories [7], see also [17].
Here we suggest that some of the most phenomeno-
logically interesting candidates are electroweak charged
technibaryons. These are identified with the lightest of
the weak isotriplet technibaryon states which we term
iTIMP. They can be pseudo-Goldstone bosons and thus
naturally light with respect to the TeV scale. The pres-
ence of generic isospin splitting dramatically reduces the
cross section of the iTIMP with ordinary nuclei making
them phenomenologically viable cold dark matter can-
didates.
The iTIMP is the neutral isospin zero component of a
weak complex triplet with the following electric charges
T+ , T0 , T− , (1)
possessing also an extra U(1)TB technibaryon number.
We require that I3(T0) = 0 with I3 the weak isospin oper-
ator and assume that T0 is the lightest state in the triplet
due to isospin interactions raising the masses of T±. This
is true for the ordinary pions in QCD, where the mass
splittings are of the order of mpi± −mpi0 ∼ 5 MeV. By scal-
ing up this mass splitting to the electroweak scale we
estimate: ∆M ≡MT± −MT0 ∼ O(10) GeV. A more precise
estimate is [18]: ∆M2 ≡M2T± −M2T0 = 2M2T±
x2
1 + x2
, with
x the ratio of the weak to hypercharge coupling x = g
′
g .
A typical phenomenologically acceptable value for the
mass of these pseudo-Goldstone bosons is around a few
hundred GeV leading to a splitting in rough agreement
with the estimate above. Since T0 is a neutral isospin
zero state it will have direct charged current interactions
but no neutral ones. The interaction terms will depend
on how the iTIMP is built in terms of the elementary
techniquarks. For example in MWT, which works as a
general template, the direct charged current interactions
read:
LCC = i g2 (T
0∗←→∂µT−W+µ + T0∗←→∂µT+W−µ) + h.c. (2)
DIRECT DETECTION AND LHC PHENOMENOLOGY
At the tree level, by construction, the iTIMP interacts
inelastically with nuclei via W exchange. Since the mass
splitting naturally satisfies the inequality (see e.g. [19]):
∆M β
2MNMT0
2(MN + MT0 )
∼ O(keV) , (3)
with MN the mass of the target nucleus and β =
vrel
c
the relative velocity of the iTIMP, this interaction is not
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2relevant here. However, dynamical models realizing a
much smaller splitting of O(10) MeV could in principle
account for the DAMA/LIBRA signal, along the lines
of [20]. For example the ’un-technibaryons’ arising if
the underlying gauge theory is truly conformal as in
[21], naturally can lead to splittings of O(100) MeV or
less. One loop corrections introduce a spin independent
cross section which, in the case of a non-composite scalar
triplet, has been evaluated in [22]
σWnucleon ∼
piα42m
4
N
M2W
(
1
M2W
+
1
M2H
)2
(4)
with MH the mass of the (composite) Higgs, MW the W
boson mass and α2 = g2/4pi .
Since the iTIMP is a composite particle with elec-
troweakly charged constituents it will, in general, have
an effective coupling to the photon, corresponding to a
charge radius operator [23], as well as a coupling to the
composite Higgs [13]. The latter contribution arises in
generic models of scalar dark matter as well [24]. The
associated independent cross sections with nuclei are:
σγp =
µ2
4pi
[
8piα dB
Λ2
]2
, σHnucleon =
µ2
4pi
[
dM fmN
M2HMT0
]2
, (5)
where dB, dM are O(1) couplings, Λ is the compositeness
scale, µ the nucleon-iTIMP reduced mass and f parame-
terizes the composite Higgs-nucleon coupling. We refer
to [25] for recent results on the strange quark contribu-
tion to f which we fix to be f = 0.3 for a qualitative
estimate. We plot the cross-sections against the exclu-
sion limits from CDMS and XENON [26] in Fig. 1. We
find that for masses MT0 & 100 GeV, MH & 300 GeV, and
a natural compositeness scale of Λ & 3 TeV the iTIMP
would have escaped detection.
At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the iTIMP may
be pair produced via decays of the composite Higgs H
or T±. In [13] the first of these processes was studied
assuming that H was produced in association with a SM
gauge boson. It was found to be a promising channel at
the LHC, yielding a signal with two leptons and large
missing transverse momentum. Here we consider the
second process, shown in Fig. 2 featuring either a W or Z
boson in the intermediate state. Interestingly the second
diagram is of the ’antler’ type [27] which might allow
determination of the masses of both T± and T0 at the
LHC. As shown in Fig. 3, for MT0 < 250 GeV we observe
a production cross-section of at least 10 fb. We expect the
effects of the spin one massive states present in a generic
technicolor model (if light) to enhance the signals as in
[13] and note that similar processes have been studied
within MWT where the role of the iTIMP is played by
new heavy leptons [28].
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FIG. 1: TIMP – nucleon cross section: Black dashed line corre-
sponds to the composite Higgs exchange with dM = 1, f = 0.3
and MH = 300 GeV. Solid and dashed horizontal red lines cor-
respond to the photon and 1-loop W exchange cross sections
with dB = 1 and Λ = 3 TeV. Also plotted are the exclusion lim-
its from CDMS II Ge Combined (solid-thick-blue), XENON10
2007 (dashed-thick-blue) and projected SuperCDMS.
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FIG. 2: iTIMP production at the LHC via W or Z exchange.
MODELS FOR THE iTIMP
Before providing models for the iTIMP we summarize
its salient features: The iTIMP
0) is the neutral isospin zero component of a weak
isotriplet.
i) U(1)TB symmetry is natural.
ii) relic density is related to the baryon one via an asym-
metry.
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FIG. 3: Production cross section of T0T0∗W+ (solid) and
T0T0∗W+W−at the LHC as a function of MT0 for two values
of the isotriplet mass splitting ∆M.
3iii) is a composite state which can be light being a pseudo
Goldstone boson.
Properties i)-iii) are shared by the TIMP defined in
[10, 13] while the difference is that the iTIMP is charged
under the weak interactions yielding potentially richer
collider phenomenology.
Now, consider a generic technicolor model with only
one electroweak doublet of technifermions belonging to
a representation R of the underlying technicolor gauge
group. With respect to the electroweak interactions the
charge assignment for the technifermions can be:
QL =
(
U+1/2L
D−1/2L
)
, U+1/2R , D
−1/2
R , (6)
Y(QL) = 0 , Y(UR,DR) = (1/2,−1/2) (7)
The upper index refers to the electric charge of each
state. If R is real the flavor symmetry breaking pattern
is: SU(4)→ SO(4). This leads to nine Goldstone bosons,
three of which are absorbed by the SM gauge bosons.
Six additional uneaten Goldstone bosons with techni-
baryon charge form triplets as in Eq. (1). The isospin
zero component is the iTIMP.
If R is pseudo-real the flavor symmetry breaking pat-
tern is: SU(4) → Sp(4). This leads to five Goldstone
bosons, three of which are absorbed by the SM gauge
bosons. The additional two form a complex scalar
charged under the technibaryon number, which is the
TIMP introduced in [10].
Explicit examples of SU(N)TC technicolor models re-
alizing the iTIMP via the SU(4) breaking to SO(4) are:
Theories with one weak doublet of Dirac fermions trans-
forming according to the adjoint of SU(N)TC, with N = 2
being the MWT model [1], and an SU(4)TC gauge theory
with one weak doublet of Dirac fermions transforming
according to the two-index antisymmetric representa-
tion [3].
It is useful to show the technibaryon wave-
functions, e.g. in the SU(4)TC case we can construct
c1c2c3c4Q
c1c2, f
L Q
c3c4, f ′
L σ
a
f f ′ with a = 0, ..., 3 where σ
0 is the
identity matrix and σ1,2,3 the Pauli matrices in flavor
space, ci = 1, ..., 4 (for any i) is the technicolor index
and f and f ′ are flavor indices ranging from one to two.
Suppressing technicolor and spin indices this gives the
bilinears [34]:
Q fLQ
f ′
L σ
1
f f ′ ∼ ULDL , (8)
Q fLQ
f ′
L (σ
0
f f ′ + σ
3
f f ′ ) ∼ ULUL ,
Q fLQ
f ′
L (σ
0
f f ′ − σ3f f ′ ) ∼ DLDL .
Analogous bilinears may be constructed with the aid of
the δ-symbol (in technicolor space) in the MWT model.
Typically for theories with fermions in the adjoint rep-
resentation we can construct bound states made out of
a technifermion and a technigluon. For the hypercharge
choice made here these will be fractionally charged
states. They need to be either depleted very efficiently
during the evolution of the Universe, as suggested in
[29], or forbidden via, for example, a new confining
symmetry. To avoid this problem we consider instead
SO gauge theories for the technicolor gauge dynamics,
observing that: i) For SO the defining representation is
real, leading to the chiral symmetry breaking pattern
SU(4) → SO(4), which yields the iTIMP; ii) The adjoint
representation of SO is the two-index antisymmetric and
hence one cannot form gauge-singlet states made out of
one technigluon and one technifermion for a number of
technicolors larger than three. For the Sp case we can
form, instead, the TIMP and the adjoint representation
corresponds to the two-index symmetric one again for-
bidding the formation of fractionally charged technicolor
singlets.
The phase diagram of SO and Sp theories have been
explored in [30]. In Fig. 4 we compare SO (blue) to SU
(red) theories with N f Dirac fermions in the vector rep-
resentation. The upper thick line (A.F) indicates loss of
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FIG. 4: Conformal phase diagram of SO(N) (blue) and SU(N)
(red) gauge theories with N f Dirac flavors in the vector repre-
sentation. The upper thick line (A.F) is the loss of asymptotic
freedom, only visible for SO(N). The lower solid lines are the
lower bound on the conforwal window using the conjectured
all orders beta function asuming the anomalous mass dimen-
sion of the fermion bilinear is γ = 2, 1 respectively while the
dotted line uses ladder approximation to the Schwinger-Dyson
equation (S.D) [31]. The MWT model and the new models con-
sidered here are indicated in red.
asymptotic freedom. The lower solid lines are the lower
bound on the conformal window using the conjectured
all orders beta function [5] asuming the anomalous mass
dimension of the fermion bilinear is γ = 2, 1 respec-
tively, while the dotted line uses the ladder approxima-
tion to the Schwinger-Dyson equation (S.D) [31]. We
wish to identify possible near conformal gauge theories
minimizing the contributions to the electroweak preci-
sion tests while possessing interesting iTIMP candidates.
The near conformal nature of the theory reduces the ten-
4sion with precision observables as suggested in [32]. To
get a qualitative estimate of the S parameter we use its
naive expression obtained via one-loop of massive tech-
nifermions. For SO(N) theories with 2 Dirac fermions
in the vector representation this is S = 16piN. The MWT
model is equivalent to the SO(3) theory with S ≈ 1/(2pi)
while SU(3)TC with adjoint technifermions gives 4/(3pi).
The SU(4)TC model with technifermions in the two-index
antisymmetric representation is equivalent to the SO(6)
theory which gives 1/pi. There are strong indications,
from analytic [1, 3, 5], as well as lattice studies [33] that
the MWT model is indeed (near) conformal. Based on
this we propose a new minimal candidate walking tech-
nicolor model including in its spectrum the iTIMP dark
matter candidate: The SO(4) gauge theory with 2 Dirac
flavors (equivalently 4 Weyl flavors) in the vector rep-
resentation which we term the OMT model. The naive
S parameter is 23pi and the model appears safely outside
the conformal window using both the Schwinger-Dyson
and the conjectured all orders beta function. However,
if the MWT model is truly conformal [33] then by in-
specting the phase diagram, the OMT model might be
walking.
We proposed the iTIMP as a viable new type of techni-
baryon dark matter and suggested several new explicit
model realizations. We considered the direct detection
contraints and collider phenomenology.
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